Global gene expression profiling of formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded tumor samples: a comparison to snap-frozen material using oligonucleotide microarrays.
Oligonucleotide microarrays are widely used to investigate gene expression in a large-scale approach. A major limitation is the dependency on frozen material to obtain high-quality ribonucleic acid because most clinical specimens are formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded (FFPE). The ability to analyze these samples using microarrays would enlarge the investigable sample stocks manifold. We conducted a comparison of snap-frozen and FFPE tissues investigating two malignomas. Gene expression profiles were obtained from both materials of the tumors. Independently processed triplicates of snap-frozen and FFPE specimen, respectively, were two-round-amplified and hybridized on Affymetrix GeneChips (Palo Alto, CA, USA). Differentially expressed genes were identified in both FFPE and frozen material. All replicates had a correlation coefficient (R) of greater than 0.95 after normalization. Only direct comparison of FFPE to frozen replicates resulted in a mean R of 0.86, rendering a "mixed" investigation unfeasible. More than 50% (419 genes) of the more than fivefold differentially expressed genes (800 in FFPE, 685 in frozen material) were detected concomitantly regardless of the material used, which is similar to other comparisons of different gene expression analysis platforms. Thus, global gene expression analyses using solely FFPE material seem to be feasible with nearly comparable results to frozen tissue studies.